Wave front-obstacle interactions in cardiac tissue: a computational study.
An understanding of wave front-obstacle interactions will greatly enhance our knowledge of the mechanisms involved in cardiac arrhythmias and their therapy. The goal of this computational study is to examine the interactions between wave fronts and various obstacles in a two-dimensional sheet of myocardium. The myocardium is modeled as an isotropic sheet with Luo-Rudy I membrane kinetics. An examination is conducted of wave front interactions with nonconductive and passive-tissue obstacles. Simulations were performed either in environments of reduced myocardial excitability, or with rapid stimulation via a line electrode. The shape of the obstacles and their ability to withdraw current from the active tissue greatly influence wave front-obstacle interactions in each of these environments. The likelihood of wave front detachment from an obstacle corner increases as the curvature of the obstacle corner is increased. A passive-tissue obstacle promotes wave front-obstacle separation in regions of depressed excitability. Under rapid pacing, the presence of the passive obstacle results in wave fragmentation, while the insulator obstacle promotes wave front detachment. The results of this study reveal the importance of obstacle composition and geometry in wave front interactions with cardiac obstacles.